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Leveraging satellite services to broadcast
large scale sporting events

Satellite has played a fundamental role in sports broadcasting for over 50
years, bringing historic events into homes across the globe. Nowadays, PSSI
Global Services, renowned experts in engineered transmission solutions, and
Eutelsat are setting new standards for world-class services in this sector.

Since early 2018, PSSI and Eutelsat have been working together to broadcast
feeds for sporting events such as NASCAR races, college basketball and
Alliance of American Football (AAF) games to leading networks in the US.



Leveraging capacity on the EUTELSAT 113 West A satellite, PSSI’s leading
engineering broadcast solutions have enabled their customers to reach
unprecedented levels of cost and logistical efficiencies.

In March 2018, they successfully executed the largest “at-home” transmission
in broadcast history, using C-band capacity on the EUTELSAT 113 West A
satellite to support a single NASCAR event, the Rolex 24 at Daytona. The task
involved a total of 28 video paths and 75 audio paths for 32 consecutive
hours. PSSI transmitted all video paths to NASCAR’s production facility in
Charlotte, North Carolina from a single PSSI production and transmission
truck, the C27 mobile teleport. This achievement broke new ground in the
sector and was recognized with a Technology & Engineering Emmy Award at
NAB 2019 last Sunday, April 7.

In recent months, PSSI and Eutelsat’s have also been working together on
transmission and data services for Alliance of American Football games, for
which PSSI is using C-band and Ku-band capacity on EUTELSAT 113 West A
to manage at-home transmissions for eight to 10 video paths per game from
all venues, as well as IP services over satellite for the remote production
crews. PSSI is also providing comprehensive at-home production services in
their K34 uplink/production hybrid for all the pregame and halftime shows,
including switching, graphics, replays, audio mixing and more for AAF’s
virtual set, plus backup game transmissions out of K34’s antenna, for
broadcast by major sports networks.

Today, PSSI and Eutelsat’s relationship continues to expand into new IP and
data initiatives focused on enabling voice and Internet capabilities over
satellite to enhance the value both companies provide to America’s leading
sports leagues and television networks.

This new stage of collaboration further entrenches the partnership between
Eutelsat and PSSI, reflecting the important role satellite continues to play for
sports broadcasting, particularly due to its ubiquitous coverage and quickly
deployed solutions.

About Eutelsat Communications



Founded in 1977, Eutelsat Communications is one of the world's leading
satellite operators. With a global fleet of satellites and associated ground
infrastructure, Eutelsat enables clients across Video, Data, Government, Fixed
and Mobile Broadband markets to communicate effectively to their
customers, irrespective of their location. Around 7,000 television channels
operated by leading media groups are broadcast by Eutelsat to one billion
viewers equipped for DTH reception or connected to terrestrial networks.
Committed to promoting all facets of sustainable development across its
business activities, Eutelsat leverages its in-orbit resources to help bridge the
digital divide while maintaining a safe and uncluttered space environment. As
an attractive and socially responsible employer, Eutelsat assembles 1,200
men and women from 50 countries who are dedicated to delivering the
highest quality of service.

Eutelsat Communications is listed on the Euronext Paris Stock Exchange
(ticker: ETL).

For more about Eutelsat go to www.eutelsat.com
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